
Oahu Club Masters Swim Action Plan 
Phase 2, Week 6, - September 21–27, 2020 

  

Coaches Message John, Joe & Kevin  
      As we begin week 7 of phase 2, the ocean is still the place to swim.  Please stay tuned to the news 

and the Oahu Club’s website for any changes and updates.   We will inform you of any new information 

that becomes available from the Oahu Club.   

     Seeing many of you around and sharing positive energy, life and swimming experiences and loking 

forward to be back at the Oahu Club soon keeps us going and inspired.  Keeping my eyes and ears open 

for places to swim here on Oahu and being open to swimming experiences from the mainland will keep 

us connected, interested, informed and motivated.  I enjoy the stories of the experiences that are shared 

as they continue to inspire all of us to continue to swim where and when we can.      

      This past week it was announced that the Double Roughwater Swim is officially canceled.   I know 

many swimmers were hoping to have the possibility of swimming the Double Roughwater this year as it 

would inspire you through extra training and conditioning to continue to train the distance to complete 

the swim with confidence.     Unfortunately it will not happen and we thank all those who kept the 

dream alive and will continue to keep the dream alive for the future!  

      Remember to include this week with good positive memories of the many swimming experiences 

and growth moments we experienced in in the pool and ocean.    We are so fortunate to have a warm 

ocean to swim in, keeping us in condition with swimming experiences giving energy, fitness, 

companionship, and continued goals and progress for the future.  

 

Swimming Along the South Shore of Oahu  

Maunalua Bay 
       Keeping active in viewing the swimming possibilities, I made my way  to the South Shore and 

exploring Maunalua Bay Above Water – This video shows the swimming possibilities of Maunalua 

Bay and surrounding area.   Here is the link:    https://youtu.be/xWO3AYroOas 

       Maunalua Bay Underwater  - Venturing into the surf, this video shows the clear water, the 

underwater topography, and the precarious conditions that can be experienced in the surf and inside the 

surf line-up.  Here is the link underwater:   https://youtu.be/ZaNl8SOAKA4 

       Keep positive, keep inspired, and keep swimming.   We hope that these videos and swimming 

adventures and the many more that you are experiencing keeping us inspired and connected.   Enjoy!  

 

Checking in with Alex Kostitch  
       Thanks to our Michigan Masters Swimming contributors Rob and Steve Blaszoff, a link to Masters 

Swimmer Alex Kostitch is meaningful, insightful and inspiring.  He mentions his commitment 

swimming almost 30 Waikiki Roughwater swims and the friends, memories, and super meaningful 

memories of participating in Hawaii’s ocean swims.    Here is the link: 

https://www.slowtwitch.com/Interview/Once_a_Swimmer_Always_a_Swimmer_7766.html 
 

 

https://youtu.be/xWO3AYroOas
https://youtu.be/ZaNl8SOAKA4
https://www.slowtwitch.com/Interview/Once_a_Swimmer_Always_a_Swimmer_7766.html


 

 

Checking for Updates 
       Remember as we move through the last week of September, changes and updates are happening 

each day.  Remember to check the Oahu Club’s website at https://www.theoahuclub.com  for any 

information updates on the Oahu Club and virtual fitness class options.  Additionally, check the links for 

additional guidance, and past Action Plans for additional Swim Skills & Technique, and Dry Land 

Conditioning options.  Thank you!   

 

Sharing Ocean Swimming Experiences & Possibilities  
      As the ocean offers lots of swimming possibilities at this time, I look forward to sharing stories, 

your contributions, experiences, and guidance that may offer you a choice of where to swim, where 

others are swimming while keeping you connected.   Please continue to share your experiences on Oahu 

Club Tough, from Michigan, California, and we may have a story developing soon from Nevada, and 

here in Hawaii, as sharing keeps us connected, and informed.   If you have a swimming experience that 

you would like to share in our weekly communication update, please e-mail or text me and if you can 

share a short video and description of your experience and I will highlight it here in our weekly 

communication swimjl@gmail.com.    Thanks!  

 

Dry Land Opportunities 
      Remember, incorporating a dry land routine will provide a super complement to your swimming in 

your quest for maintain and improving your conditioning.   It is always best to create a routine that 

works for you and remember that training with a partner or group or in a creative environment adds an 

inspiring dynamic for conditioning, pacing, motivation, and inspiration.  Enjoy!   

 

Keep swimming, healthy, and safe!  See you at the Oahu Club Masters Workouts soon!  

Our goal is to keep connected and share possibilities.  We appreciate you!  

All the Best and Take Care!   

 - Joe, Kevin & John  
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